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The next agricultural revolution is
coming to your plate.
Meat made from cells, without
animal slaughter, will change how
we think about food.
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Meat the Future is a timely,
character-driven documentary
focusing largely on Dr. Uma Valeti,
a former Mayo Clinic cardiologist,
and the co-founder and CEO
of Upside Foods (previously
Memphis Meats), an American
start-up company. Upside Foods
(previously Memphis Meats) is
at the forefront of a new
revolutionary industry.

With animal agriculture occupying nearly
half of the world’s land surface, producing
more greenhouse gases than cars, the
prospect of meat consumption doubling
by 2050 is a wake-up call for solutions.
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The planet’s future may lie with “clean
meat,” also known as “cell-based meat”
and “cultured meat”, a food science that
grows meat from animal cells, without
the need to slaughter animals. Billionaires
Bill Gates and Richard Branson, and food
giants Cargill and Tyson have invested
in the birth of this new industry, instilling
confidence that “cell-based meat” may
soon come to market as a sustainable
alternative to conventional meat.

Featuring
DR. UMA VALETI

“I’ve been dreaming
about this since I
was a kid”

A cardiologist by training, Dr. Uma Valeti is laser focused on
advancing the commercial viability of real meat farmed directly
from animal cells. During his childhood in Vijayawada, India,
Valeti would dream of meat growing on trees as an alternative
to killing animals. His inspiration came during his tenure at the
Mayo Clinic, where he injected stem cells into patients’ hearts
to regenerate heart muscle. It was this established scientific
procedure that triggered a risky, passion-driven career
turn, and in 2015 Valeti co-founded Upside Foods (previously
Memphis Meats). In 2016, he and his team attracted global
attention with the unveiling of the world’s first “cultured”
meatball, and in 2017, the world’s first “clean” chicken
fillet and duck a l’orange. Uma Valeti wants his greatest
contribution to be “leading the development of a world
positive future food system.”
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LIZ MARSHALL
WRITER-DIRECTOR-PRODUCER
Liz Marshall is an award-winning Canadian filmmaker. Since
the 1990s she has written, produced, directed, and filmed
diverse international and socially conscious documentaries.
Her work has been released theatrically, been broadcast
globally, made available digitally, and has screened for hundreds
of grassroots communities around the globe. Marshall’s
visionary feature-length films explore social justice and
environmental themes driven by strong characters. The
impact of Liz’s critically acclaimed documentary The Ghosts
In Our Machine (2013) is reflected in an extensive global
evaluation report funded by the Doc Society. Marshall’s
current feature documentary Meat The Future (2020),
chronicles the birth of the “clean” “cultured” “cell-based”
meat industry in America through the eyes of pioneer
Dr. Uma Valeti. Previous titles include Midian Farm (2018),
Water On The Table (2010), the HIV/AIDS trilogy for the
Stephen Lewis Foundation (2007), the War Child Canada/
MuchMusic special Musicians in the Warzone (2001), and the
1995 music documentary archive of folk-icon Ani DiFranco.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Documentaries are powerful platforms to unveil ideas,
inspire empathy and motivate social change. After
spending years making consciousness-raising films shot
around the globe, and after the successful release of
The Ghosts In Our Machine, I was looking to follow a
visionary, solution-focused story, and in 2015 came across
the emergence of “cellular agriculture”. If growing real
meat from animal cells without the need to raise and
slaughter animals - with the goal of reducing environmental
impacts on the planet’s ecosystem and climate - was
indeed underway, I hoped to find an entry-point.
After meeting Dr. Uma Valeti, co-founder and CEO of
Upside Foods (previously Memphis Meats), I felt certain
there was a film. Securing unique access to Uma and
his team, and to Bruce Friedrich and his think tank
organization The Good Food Institute, provided me and
the film team with a personal, up close vantage point to
chronicle the birth of an industry. The future of this new
industry is unknown, but its revolutionary promise and
journey into the world - as documented between 2016 –
2019 - is a story I believe, stands the test of time.
											
- Liz Marshall
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Main Cast

NICHOLAS GENOVESE
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

ERIC SCHULZE
VICE PRESIDENT, PRODUCT & REGULATIONS, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

KC CARSWELL
VICE PRESIDENT, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

Nicholas Genovese is a stem cell biologist, meat-lover and a vegetarian who believes
that “the best way to improve our food system is by innovating clean meat technologies
that can produce the same meat we have always enjoyed without the negative impact on
the planet and its inhabitants”. Prior to Co-Founding Upside Foods (previously Memphis
Meats), Nicholas raised poultry on his family’s farm, gained industrial experience as a
bioprocess technician, completed his graduate thesis in cancer biology, and pioneered a
novel approach for the cultivation of livestock stem cells.

Eric Schulze is a molecular biologist that specializes in genetic engineering, broadcast
communication, and is a science policy strategist. He designs delicious, sustainable food
and food product platforms using an empirical evidence, policy, and consumer-based
approach. As a Federal policy maker, he has developed and executed regulatory policy
for modern food and animal biotechnology industries for the FDA and Federal STEM
Education policy execution for the US NSF.

KC Carswell leads the development of robust, efficient processes for cell culture-derived
clean meat, heading up the ‘scaling up’ of product engineering. Dr. Carswell is a Chemical
Engineer with a BS from the University of Texas and has a Ph.D from Northwestern
University. At JHL Biotech, Inc. Dr. Carswell served as Vice President of Process
Development, was a member of their Scientific Advisory Committee and was also
a founder.

Main Cast

DANIELLE DESMET
LABORATORY MANAGER & RESEARCH SCIENTIST, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

MATTHEW LEUNG
CULTIVATIONS SYSTEMS ENGINEER, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

MICHAELA WALKER
RESEARCH ENGINEER, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT, UPSIDE FOODS
(PREVIOUSLY MEMPHIS MEATS)

Danielle Desmet has been at Upside Foods (previously Memphis Meats) since the
beginning. She is a Research Scientist, and she designed the laboratory layout and
coordinated the lab build out with the relevant contractors, and is now responsible
for keeping it running. Researching all of Upside Foods (previously Memphis Meats)
laboratory equipment, from capital equipment (biosafety cabinets, autoclave etc.) to
consumables, is also her responsibility. She is also responsible for safety, compliance,
and vendor contract negotiations.

Matthew Leung is an engineer who has worked at Upside Foods (previously Memphis
Meats) since its inception. He is inventing cell-bioreactor systems and production
methods to generate cell based meats for food. Before joining Upside Foods (previously
Memphis Meats), Matthew was a research associate at the University of Washington,
where he invented nanofiber based skin regeneration aid, and developed functional
assays for biological responses to 3D tissue culture.

Michaela Walker is passionate about working as part of outstanding teams to leverage
biological research and engineering design for good. She has worked for Upside Foods
(previously Memphis Meats) since 2016, starting as a Research Scientist, then being
promoted to Research Engineer. Michaela works with the cell culture and feed, looking
for ways to make cell growth as efficient as possible, while removing any animal derived
products from the cell growth process.

Main Cast

DR. MRUNALINI PARVATANENI

BRUCE FRIEDRICH
CO-FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE GOOD FOOD INSTITUTE

AMANDA LITTLE
AUTHOR, “ THE FATE OF FOOD: WHAT WE’LL EAT IN A BIGGER, HOTTER,
SMARTER WORLD”

Mrunalini D. Parvataneni, M.D. (Dr. “P”), is a pediatric ophthalmologist specializing
in comprehensive pediatric eye care as well as complex pediatric eye conditions. Dr.
Parvataneni was born in India and grew up in Jamaica, where she began medical school
at age 17. Outside of the office, Dr. Parvataneni spends her time serving on boards of
various non-profits, all dedicated to the betterment of children. Her husband is
Dr. Uma Valeti.

Bruce Friedrich is Co-Founder and Executive Director of The Good Food Institute (GFI),
a nonprofit organization that promotes innovative alternatives to conventional meat,
dairy products, and eggs. He is also Co-Founder and adviser to impact venture funds
New Crop Capital and Clear Current Capital, both of which invest in companies that are
focused on transforming the future of food, though he has no financial interest in either
fund. Bruce has penned op-eds for the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, the Los Angeles
Times, Chicago Tribune, and many other publications, and he has appeared on
The Today Show, NBC Nightly News, CBS Evening News, and a variety of programs on
MSNBC, Fox News, and CNN. Bruce co-authored two books, contributed chapters to six
more, and has written seven law review articles.

Amanda Little is a journalist, author, and educator whose reporting on energy and climate
change has taken her all over the globe. She is the author of “The Fate of Food: What
We’ll Eat in a Bigger, Hotter, Smarter World”, and “Power Trip: The Story of America’s
Love Affair With Energy” (HarperCollins). Amanda teaches investigative journalism at
Vanderbilt University, where she is a Writer-In-Residence. Her writing has appeared
in The New York Times Magazine, Vanity Fair, Bloomberg Businessweek, Wired, the
Washington Post, and New York magazine. She has interviewed key figures on all sides
of the climate change debate, including Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, John McCain, &
James Inhofe.
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Film Team

JANICE DAWE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

CHRIS HEGEDUS
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

JESSICA JENNINGS
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

As one of Canada’s most respected business-minded producers, Janice is passionate
about supporting creators and helping to navigate a path to critical and commercial
success. Janice has demonstrated expertise in financing and project management and
is known and trusted by broadcasters and financiers. She previously held the position
of Vice-President and Executive Producer with White Pine Pictures, and in 2015 Janice
formed Bizable Media with Kathy Avrich-Johnson, to support creative producers on the
business side of production.

Chris Hegedus has been directing, shooting, and editing documentaries for over forty
years. She received the prestigious Directors Guild Award for Startup.com, chronicling
the first Internet boom and bust. Along with D.A. Pennebaker, she directed the 1992
Clinton campaign film, The War Room, nominated for an Academy Award®. Other films
include Elaine Stritch at Liberty (Emmy Awards), The Energy War series, Town Bloody
Hall, Delorean, Moon Over Broadway, Depeche Mode 101, Down From the Mountain,
Only the Strong Survive, Al Franken: God Spoke, Kings of Pastry and recently HBO’s
Unlocking the Cage which was broadcast internationally and theatrically distributed in
the US and Canada.

Jessica has had a successful career working in the scripted, factual, new media and
branded content space. Her work has aired on CBC, TVO, Amazon, PBS, CBS, HBO
Canada, National Geographic, Hallmark Channel, and CTV. As a freelance producer for
Hemmings House Pictures, a Certified B Corp Production company, Jessica uses video
production as a tool for positive impact. She worked on Rob Stewart’s environmental
films “Revolution” and “Sharkwater: Extinction”. Jessica is thrilled to work on
Liz Marshall’s “Meat the Future”.

Film Team

CAROLINE CHRISTIE
EDITOR		

ROLAND SCHLIMME
EDITOR		

JOHN PRICE
CINEMATOGRAPHER		

Toronto based veteran editor Caroline Christie works in a variety of cinematic forms
including feature documentaries, scripted short films, feature films, TV drama and 3D
IMAX. Her award winning work has screened widely across the globe. Credits include:
Project Grizzly, The Awful Truth with Michael Moore, and Republic of Doyle.

Roland Schlimme has been collaborating with leading independent filmmakers for the
past twenty years. As an editor, his formal and intuitive sensibility can be recognized
in the works of Peter Mettler (Gambling, Gods, and LSD, The End of Time), Jennifer
Baichwal (Manufactured Landscapes, Long Time Running, Anthropocene), Phillip Barker
(Night Vision, Malody, Shadow Nettes), and Liz Marshall (The Ghosts In Our Machine).

John Price is a celebrated sought after documentary cinematographer based in Toronto.
He has collaborated on diverse feature projects – from Liz Marshall’s The Ghosts in Our
Machine to Shary Boyle’s Silent Dedication installation at the Venice Biennale and Nuit
Blanche, Toronto. He has lensed movies for Bruce McDonald, Charles Officer,
Alan Zweig, Mina Shum and Jennifer Baichwal, among others. John’s work has screened
around the globe including at TIFF, Rotterdam, IDFA, NYFF, SXSW, The Berlinale,
CPH:DOX, Hot Docs, and many others.

Film Team

IGOR CORREIA
MUSIC COMPOSER		

ALEX KURINA
ANIMATION AND TITLE DESIGN

Igor Correia is a Toronto-based music composer. As a writer at an award winning creative
audio agency, he has been able to compose for numerous high profile TV/Film projects
and commercial spots. Some of his favourite projects include the Brazil 2014 FIFA World
Cup and the Rio 2016 Olympics theme package for the CBC – a mix of Samba and epic
orchestral beats. The score for the 2014 TIFF selected Canadian independent film
We Were Wolves, and co-writing the score for the 2018 film The Padre, a heist film
starring Tim Roth and Nick Nolte.

Alex Kurina is an award-winning designer and new media artist from Toronto, with a
strong body of commercial and personal work in graphic design, video and animation.
Alex’s artistic practice is heavily design-focused and leans towards polished and visually
compelling work. He has worked for a number of international commercial clients in
various creative capacities. His artwork has been exhibited at the Montreal Museum of
Fine Art, InterAcess in Toronto and the Guggenheim and Eyebeam in New York.
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